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tract are joint. The obligation of those contracts which

are binding upon the firm is the joint obligation of all the

partners and not the several obligation of any of them.

One partner may, as has been seen, bind himself only; but

if he binds the firm, he binds all members of it jointly and

not severally.

§ 208. In general.-The question of the liability of part:ners involves both the nature of that liability and its extent.
These subjects, therefore, will be separately considered.

It is sometimes said that, while partnership contracts are

140
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OF THE NATURE OF

p .A.RTNERSHIP

OBLIGATIONS.

§ 209. Partnership obligations when arising on con·
tract are joint.- The obligation of those contracts which
are binding upon the firm is the joint obligation of all the
partners and not the several obligation of any of them.
One partner may, as has been seen, bind himself only; but
if he binds the firm, he binds all members of it jointly and
not severally.
It is sometimes said that, while partnership contracts are
140
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NATURE AND EXTENT OF LIABILITY. [ 210.

thus joint at law, they are joint and several in equity; but

NATURB .A.ND · JCXTENT OF LUBILITY.

[§ 210_

this seems to be true as respects the remedy only. 1 ,

210. Same subject Judgment against one partner

releases others. The obligation of firm contracts being

joint, if the creditor proceeds to judgment against one of

ihus joint at law, they a~e joint and several in equity; but/
this seems to be true as respects the remedy only .1

them alone he releases the others. 2 In a leading case s in

the supreme court of the United States, where a creditor

who had taken judgment against one partner upon a firm

note in one state sought to recover against another partner

in another state, the court, through Mr. Justice Field, said :

" It is true that each copartner is bound for the entire

amount due on copartnership contracts; and that this obli-

gation is so far several that if he is sued alone, and does not

plead the non-joinder of his copartners, a recovery may be

had against him for the whole amount due upon the con-

tract, and a joint judgment against the copartners may be

enforced against the property of each. But this is a differ-

ent thing from the liability which arises from a joint and

several contract. There the contract contains distinct en-
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gagements that of each contractor individually, and that

of all jointly, and different remedies may be pursued upon

each. The contractors may be sued separately on their

several engagements or together on their joint undertaking.

But in copartnerships there is no such several liability of

the copartners. The copartnerships are formed for joint

purposes. The members undertake joint enterprises, they

assume joint risks, and they incur in all cases joint liabil-

ities. In all copartnership transactions this common risk

and liability exist. Therefore it is that in suits upon these

transactions all the copartners must be brought in, except

where there is some ground of personal release from liabil-

ity, as infancy, or a discharge in bankruptcy ; and if not

brought in, the omission may be pleaded in abatement. The

1 See post, 270. And see the * See Kendall v. Hamilton (1879),

opinions in Kendall v. Hamilton L. R 4 App. Gas. 504.

(1879), 4 Apix Gas. 504. Mason v. Eldred (1867), 6 WalL

(U. S.) 231, Paige's Partn. Gas. 151.
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§ 210. Same subject-Judgment against one partner
releases others.- The obligation of firm contracts being
joint, if the creditor proceeds to judgment against one of
them alone he releases the others.2 In a leading cases in
the supreme court of the United States, where a creditor
who had taken judgment against one partner upon a firm
note in one state sought to recover against another partner
in another state, the court, through Mr. Justice Field, said:
" It is true that each copartner is bound for the entireamount due on copartnership contracts; and that this obligation is so far several that if he is sued alone, and does not
plead the non-joinder of his copartners, a recovery may behad against him for the whole amount due upon the contract, and a joint judgment against the copartners may be
enforced against the property of each. But this is a differ, ent thing from the liability which arises from a joint and
several contract. There the contract contains distinct engagements-that of each contractor individually, and that
of all jointly,-and different remedies may be pursued upon
each. The contractors may be sued separately on their
several engagements oi: together on their joint undertalcing.
But in copartners~ips there is no such several liability of'
the copartners. The copartnerships are formed for joint
purposes. The members undertake joint enterprises, they
assume joint risks, and they incur in all cases joint liabilities. In all copartnership transactions this common risk
and li~bility exist. Therefore it is that in suits upon thesetransactions all the copartners must be brought in, except
where there is some ground of personal release from liability, as infancy, or a discharge in bankruptcy; and if not,
brought in, the omission may be pleaded in abatement. The
J See Kendall v. Hamilton (1879), .
1 See post, § 270. And see the
opinions in Kendall v. Hamilton LR. 4 App. Cas. 504.
~Mason v. Eldred (1867), 6 Wall.
C1879), 4 App. Ca& 5~
(U. S.) 231, Paige's Partn. Oas. 151...
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211, 212.] LAW OF PAETNEKSHIP

§§ 211, 212.]

LA.W OF PARTNERSHIP

plea in abatement avers that the alleged promises, upon

which the action is brought, were made jointly with another

and not with the defendant alone a plea which would be

without meaning if the copartnership contract was the sev

eral contract of each copartner."

211. Same subject. " The general doctrine maintained

in England and the United States," continued the same

learned judge, " may be briefly stated. A judgment against

one, uj <vn a joint contract of several persons, bars an action

plea in abatement avers that the alleged promises, upon
which the acti<?n is brought, were made jointly with another
and not with the defendant alone - a plea which would be
without meaning if the copartnership contract was the several contract of each copartner."

against the others, though the latter were dormant partners

of the defendant in the original action and the fact was un-

known to the plaintiff when that action was commenced.

When the contract is joint, and not joint and several, the

entire cause of action is merged in the judgment. The joint

liability of the parties not sued with those against whom

the judgment is recovered being extinguished, their entire

liability is gone. They cannot be sued separately, for they

have incurred no several obligation; they cannot be sued

jointly with the others, because judgment has been already
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recovered against the latter, who would otherwise be sub-

jected to two suits for the same cause."

This rule, however, may be changed by statute where

part of the defendants in the first action who are sought to

be held liable in the second were not personally served with

process. 1

212. Same subject Release of one releases all. An-

other consequence of the joint character of partnership ob-

ligations is the rule that a release of one of the partners

releases all. 2 This rule applies, however, only to the case of

a technical release under seal, and does npt extend to a mere

covenant not to sue one partner, or to any other instrument

1 Mason v. Eldred, supra. for his liability " upon the obliga-

*1 Lindley on Partnership (Ew- tion, imports a technical release.

ell's ed.), 237. Thus a receipt under and therefore releases all. Hale v.

seal, given to one of two or more Spaulding (1888), 145 Mass. 482, 14

joint debtors, " in full satisfaction N. E. Rep. 534, 1 Am. St. Rep. 475.
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§ 211. Same subject.-" The general doctrine maintained
in England and the United States," continued the same
learned judge, "may be briefly stated. A judgment against
one, u1 ~ha joint contract of several persons, bars an action
against ·the others, though the latter were dormant partners
of the defendant in the original action and the fact was unknown to the plaintiff when that action was commenced.
When the contract is joint, and not joint and several, the
entire cause of action is merged in th~ judgment. The joint
liability of the parties not sued with. those against whom
the judgment is recovered being extinguished, their entire
liability is gone. They cannot be sued separately, for they
have incurred no several obligatfon; they cannot be sued
jointly with the others, because judgment has been: already
. recovered against the latter, who would otherwise be subjected to two suits for the same aause."
This rule, however, may be changed by statute where
part of the defendants in the first action who are sought to
be held liable in the second were not personally served with
·
·
process.1
§ 212. Same subject-Release of one releases all.-Another consequence of the joint character of partnership obligations is the rule that a release of one of the partners
releases all.2 This rule applies, however, only to the case of
a technical release under seal, and does not extend to a mere
covenant not to sue one partner, or to any other instrument
l Mason v. Eldred, supra.
z 1 Lindley on Partnership (Ewell's ed.), 237. Thus a receipt under
seal, given to one of two or more
joint debtors, .. in full satisfaction

.for his liability" upon the obligation, imports a technical release.
and therefore releases all Hale v.
Spaulding (1888), 145 Mass. 482, 14
N. E. Rep. 534, 1 Am•.St. Rep. 475.

142
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NATURE AND EXTENT OF LIABILITY. [ 213, 214.

NATURE .AND EXTENT OF LIABILITY.

reserving the creditor's rights against the other partners,

(§§ 213, 214.

which, though in the form of a release, may be treated as a

covenant not to sue rather than as an absolute release. 1

213. Partnership obligations arising from tort are

joint and several. The liability, however, of partners for

torts committed by one partner or by the servant of the

firm is joint and several, and the action may be brought

reserving the creditor's rights against the other partners,
which, though in the form of a release, may be treated as a
covenant not to sue rather than as an absolute release.1

against one or all or an intermediate number. 8

" To this general rule," says Mr. Justice Lindley, 8 " an ex-

ception occurs where an action ex delicto is brought against

several persons in respect of their ownership in land, for

then they are liable jointly, and not jointly and severally."

II. OP THE EXTENT OP PARTNERSHIP LIABILITY.

214. Each partner liable in solido for partnership ob-

ligations. Although the obligation of partnership liabili-

ties may be in nature joint, it does not follow that the

liability when established is to be jointly or ratably enforced

against the partners. The liability may be joint, but it is

also enti/re. Each partner, therefore, is personally and indi-
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vidually liable for the entire amount of all such obligations,

whether arising from contract or tort, as are binding upon

the firm. His liability, in ordinary partnerships, is not lim-

ited by the amount of his contribution to the partnership

§ 213. Partnership obligations arising from tort are
joint and several.-The liability, however, of partners for
torts committed by one partner or by the servant of the
firm is joint and several, and the action may be brought
against one or· all or an intermediate number.2
"To this general rule," says Mr. Justice Lindley,'" an ex- i
eption occurs where an action~ delicto is brought against
everal persons in respect of their ownership in land, for
hen they are liable jointly, and not jointly and severally."

t

capital, but extends to his entire property ; and it makes no

difference what may be his share or interest in the partner-

ship business, or whether he is an active or a secret partner,

II.

OF THE ExTENT OF

p A.RTNERSHIP

LIABILIT1'.

or whether the other partners are responsible or not; he is

liable in solido for the partnership obligations.

1 Lindley, uM supra; Hale v. Rich. (S. C.) L. 595; Howe v. Shaw

Spaulding, supra; Benjamin v. (1868), 56 Me. 291 ; Roberts v. John-

McConnell (1847), 4 Gilm. (111.) 536, son (1874), 58 N. Y. 61&

46 Am. Deo. 474; Berry v. Gillis *1 Lindley on Partnership (Ew-

(1845), 17 N. H. 9, 43 Am. Dec. 584 ell's ed.), 198, citing 1 Wma Saunds.

* See White T. Smith (1860), 12 291, / and g.
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§ 214:. Each partner liable in solido for partnership ob·
ligations.-Although the obligation of partnership liabilities may be in nature joint, it does not follow that the
liability when established is to be jointly or ratably enforced
against the partners. The . liability may be jomt, but it is
also entire. Each partner, therefore, is personally and individually liable for ·the entire amount of all such obligations,
whether :;trising from contract or tort, ·as are binding upon
the firm. His liability, in ordinary partnerships, is not limited by the amount of his contribution to the partnership
capital, but extends to his entire property; and it makes no
difference what may be his share or interest in the partnership business, or whether he is an active or a secret partner,
or whether the other parthers are responsible or not; he is
liable Vn, solido for the partnership obligations.
1 Lindley,

Rich. (S. C.) L. 595; Howe v. Shaw
(1868), 56 Me. 291; Roberts v. Johnson (1874), 58 N. Y. 613.
11 Lindley on Partnership (Ewell's ed.), 198, citing 1 Wm& Saunds.
291, f and g.
148

ubi 8Upra; Hale v.
Spaulding, 8Upra; Benjamin v.
McConnell (1847), 4 Gilm. (Ill.) 536,
46 Am. Dec. 474; Berry v. Gillis
• (1845), 17 N. H. 9, 48 Am. Dec. 584.
~ See White v. Smith (1860), 12

§§ 215, 216.]

LA.W. 017 PARTNERSHIP.

215, 216.] LAW OF PARTNERSHIP.

215. Individual property of partner may be taken to

satisfy partnership debt. Moreover, if judgment be ob-

tained against the firm upon an obligation existing against

it, the execution, though in form against all, may, unless other

wise provided by statute, be levied directly upon the indi-

vidual property of any one or more of the partners without

regarding or exhausting the firm property. The creditor

further, is under no obligation to levy against all the part

ners ratably, but may select any one or more and levy exe

cution against him or them until the judgment is satisfied,

. leaving all questions of contribution to be settled afterwards

/ S between the partners themselves. 1 In case any partner is

not served with process, no personal judgment can ordinarily

be rendered against him, nor can his individual property

usually be taken, though the firm property may be seized.

If conflict arises between the firm creditors and the indi-

vidual creditors of the partner, as to the application of the

individual property of a partner, special rules apply which

will be hereafter considered.*
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216. Partner paying debt may have contribution.

Where one partner is thus compelled to pay or satisfy

the whole of a partnership debt, he has a remedy, usually

upon an accounting in ujuity, 1 to require the other part-

ners to contribute their pro rata shares. For though each

partner as to third persons is liable for all the partnership

debts, yet as between themselves each partner is liable only

for his own share. And even as to third persons, though

each is liable for all the debts of the firm, yet his liability

is said to be as a principal debtor for his own share, and as

surety for the other partners for the remainder.

§ 215. Individual property of partner may be taken to
satisfy partnership debt.- :Moreover, if judgment be obtained against the firm upon an obligation existing against
it, the execution, though in form against all, may, unless other·
wise provided by statute, be levied directly upon the individual property of any one or more of the partners without
regarding or exhausting the firm property. The creditor
further, is under no obligation to levy against all the part
ners ratably, but may select any one or more and levy exe
cution against him or them until the judgment is satisfied,
leaving all questions of contribution to be settled afterwards
between the partners themselves.1 In case any partner is
not served with process, no personal judgment can ordinarily
be rendered against him, nor can his individual property
usually be taken, though the firm property may be seized.
If conflict arises between the firm creditors and the individual creditors of the partner, as to the application of the
individual property of a partner, special rules apply which
•
will be hereafter considered.2

1 See Randolph v. Daly (1863). 16 partner Is not liable to attachment

N. J. Eq. 813; Clayton v. May (1881), for a firm debt fraudulently con-

68 Ga. 27; Stout v. Baker (1884), 32 tracted by another member of the

Kan. 113. But in Jaffray v. Jen- firm,

nings (1894), 101 Mich. 515, 25 L. *See pout, c h. XIX.

B. A. 645, it is held that the indi- See ante, 127.

vidual property of an innocent

144

§ 216. Partner paying debt may have contribution.Where one partner is thus compelled to pay or satisfy
the whole of a partnership debt, he has a remedy, usually
upon an accounting in cquity,1 to require the other partners to contribute their pro rata shares. For though each
partner as to third persons is liable for all the partnership
debts, yet as between themselves each partner is liable only
for his own share. And even as to third person:s, though
each is liable for all the debts of the firm, yet his liability
is said to be as a principal debtor for his own share, and as
surety for the other partners for the remainder.
1 See Randolph v. Daly (1863), 16
N. J. Eq. 113; Clayton v. May (1881),
68 Ga.. '}ff; Stout v. Baker (1884), 32
Kan. 113. But in Jaffray v. Jen·
nings (1894), 101 Mich. 515, 25 L.
R. A. 645, it is held that the individual property of an innocent

partner is not liable to attachment
for a firm debt fraudulently con·
tracted by another member of the
firm.
2 See poBt, ch. XIX.

144

a See ante, § 127.
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NATURE AND EXTENT OF LIABILITY. [ 217, 218.

NA.TURK A.ND EXTDT ~ LliBILITY.

217. Exemptions from execution on partnership prop-

(§§ 217, 218.

erty. The present seems an appropriate place to mention

the question of the right of the firm or of one partner to

claim the statutory exemptions from execution against the

partnership property. The authorities are very much in

conflict, but the clear weight of authority is to the effect

that, during the continuance of the partnership, neither the

fi rm nor one partner can claim such exemptions. 1 In Michi-

gan, Georgia, North Carolina and New York, the rule is

otherwise. 1

ill. OP THE BEGINNING AND ENDING OF LIABILITY.

218. In general. The liability of the partner is based

apon the theory that he was a principal in the business in

\vhich the obligation was incurred. It often becomes ma-

terial, therefore, to determine when he became or ceased to

be a partner, and whether he was such at the time the dis-

puted liability arose. He may contend that the obligation

was incurred before he became a partner; or that it arose

§ 217. Exemptions from execution on partnership prop·
erty.- The present seems an appropriate place to mention
the question of the right of the firm or of one partner to
claim the statutory exemptions from execution against the
partnership property. The authorities are very much in (\ ;
con.fl~ct, but the clear weight of authority is to the effect U
that, during ~he continuance of the partnership, neither the
n,rm nor one partner can claim such exemptions.1 In Michigan, Georgia, North Carolina and New York, the rule is
otherwise.•

after he had ceased to be such. Where the question is
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whether any partnership at all had then been organized, the

question will be governed by principles already referred to.

If the question is whether all partnerhip relations have

ill.

OF Tira BEGINNING A.ND ENDING OF LIABILITY.

ceased, considerations hereafter to be mentioned will con-

trol. But a person may be admitted as a partner to a firm

already existing, or he may retire from a firm which there-

after continues business, and his liability in either case re-

quires some special consideration.

1 See Cowan v. Creditors (1888V * See McCoy v. Brennan (1886),

CaL 403, 11 Am. St Rep. 294, arid 61 Mich. 862, 1 Am. St Rep. 589;

ss cited; Thurlow T. Warren Blanohard v. Pascal (1881), 68 Ga.

(1889), 82 Me. 164, 17 Am. St Rep. 82, 45 Am. Rep. 474; Evans v.

472; Aiken v. Steiner (1892)), 98 Bryan (1886), 95 N. CL 174, 59 Am.

Ala. 355, 39 Am. St Rep. 58; Pond Rep. 233; Stewart v. Brown (1867),

v. Kimball (1869), 101 Mass. 105; 37 N. Y. 350, 93 Am. Dec. 578.

Prosser v. Hartley (1886), 85 Minn.

340, 29 N. W. Rep. 156.

10 140

S218.

In general.- The liability of the partner is based
apon the theory that he was a principal in the business in
~hich the obligation was incurred. It often becomes ma.tf~rial, therefore, to determine when he became or ceased to
be a partner, and whet~er lie was such at the time the dis?uted liability arose. He may contend that the obligation
was incurred before he became a partn~r; or that it arose
after he had ceased to be such. Where the question is
whether any partnership at all had then been organized, the
question will be governed by principles already referred to.
If the question is whether all partnerhip relations have
ceased, considerations hereafter to be mentioned will control. Bµt a person may be admitted as a partner to a firm
already existing, or he may retire from a firm which thereafter continues business, ·and his liability in either case requires some 'special consideration.
1 See Cowan v. Creditors (1888~
1 See McCoy v. Brennan (1886),
77 Ca.L 403, 11 Am. St. Rep. 294.,
61 Mich. 862, 1 Am. St. Rep. 589;
· es cited; Thurlow v. Warren Blanchard v. Pascal (1881), 88 Ga.
(1889), 82 Me. 164, 17 Am. St. Rep. 32, 45 Am. Rep. 474; Evans , v.
472; Aiken v. Steiner (1892)), 98 Bryan (1886), 95 N. Cl 174, 59 Am.
Ala. 355, 39 Am. St. Rep. 58; Pond ;Rep. 233; Stewart v. Brown (1867),
v. Kimball (1869), 101 Mass. 105; 37 N. Y. 350, 98 Am. Dec. 578.
Prosser v. Hartley (1886), S5 Minn.
MO, sg N. W. Rep. 156.
10
HI
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219, 220.] JLAW OF PARTNERSHIP.

§§ 219, 220.]

LAW OF PARTNERSHIP.

219. Of an incoming partner. A person who enters a

previously existing firm is often called an incoming partner.

The admission of a new partner really constitutes in law a

dissolution of the old and the creation of a new partnership,

though in actual practice it is often not so regarded, the

firm by consent being treated as continuing, notwithstand-

ing the change in membership.

An incoming partner is not liable for the previously con-

tracted obligations of the firm to which he is thus admitted,

unless by special agreement he has assumed such a liability,

or has so conducted himself as to raise a presumption of such

an agreement. He acquires also no greater interest in the

property of the former partnership than the agreement which

provides for his admission may confer upon him. 1

220. Of an outgoing partner. A person who retires

from a firm which thereafter continues is said to be an

outgoing partner. His withdrawal is, of course, in law a dis-

solution of the firm, though in practice the firm is fre-

quently spoken of as continuing, and his further liability
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is governed by the general rules governing dissolution. He

is therefore, as will be seen, 1 in general liable for acts done

until he has not only withdrawn from the firm but has also

given due notice of his withdrawal. 1

§ 219. Of an incoming partner.-A person who enters a
previously existing firm is often called an incoming partner.
The admission of a new partner really constitutes in law a
dissolution of the old and the creation of a new partnership,
though in actual practice it is often not so regarded, the ·
firm by consent being treated as continuing, notwithstanding the change in membership.
An incoming partner is not liable for the previously ~n
tracted obligations of the firm to which he is t~us admitted,
unless by special agreem~nt he has assumed such & liability,
or has so conducted himself as to raise a presumption of such
an agreement. He acquires also no greater interest in the
property of the former partnership than the agreement which
provides for his admission may confer upon him.1

iSee Hatchett v. Blanton (1882), (1879), 64 Ga. 248; Love v. Payne

Ala. 423; Ringo v. Wing (1887), (1880), 73 Ind. 80, 88 Am. Kep. HL

t9 Ark. 467; Bracken v. Dillon * See post, 266.

> See post, 258-365.
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§ 220. Of an outgoing partner.-A person who retires
from a firm which thereafter continues is said to be an
outgoing partner. His withdrawal is, of course, in law a dissolution of the firm, - though in practice the nrm is :frequently spoken of as continuing, - and his further liability
is governed by the general rules governing dissolution. He
is therefore, as will be seen,2 in general liable for acts done
until he has not only withdrawn from the firm but has also
given due notice of his withdrawal.•
1 See ~tchett

v. Blanton (188~), (1879), 64 Ga. 248; Love v. Payne
79 Ala. 423; Ringo v. Wing (1887), (1880), 73 Ind. 80, 88 Am. Rep. 11L
'9 Ark. 467; Bracken v. Dillon
:t See post, § 266.
I See poat, §§ 258-966.
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